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To have an understanding of aesthetics and technology in blended learning, student teachers’ descriptions of their learning experiences were interpreted using action research. The reported ‘impact on progress and achievement’ provides insight into what is unique about the integration of aesthetics and technology and how it can link theory and practice, as well as promote self-awareness and reflection. The findings were considered from two perspectives: blended learning was used to link theory and practice, while the aesthetics model brought together self-awareness and reflection learning. An interdisciplinary approach was adopted by taking into account recent research in art therapy, narrative inquiry and blended learning. Narrative inquiry gave student teachers the opportunity to reflect on the past and present and ponder what to do next in the future. Art therapy strengthened their self-awareness and empathy. Blended learning offered asynchronous discussion forums, which allowed them to broaden and deepen what they learned in a given course through sharing, posting, responding, discussing, and debating in relation to their peers’ ideas. Blended learning not only offers more choices and improves effective learning, it also enhances the aesthetic experience in adolescent psychology courses across the boundaries of time and place.
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INTRODUCTION

The integration of technology and aesthetics

Secondary teacher education does not always address the issues related to a critical stage in an adolescent’s development.

Training for secondary education teachers should involve putting teaching theory into practice; however, many studies have shown that the transfer of theory to practice is minimal (Zeichner, 2010). Most literature on student teachers focuses on the cognitive approach, thereby neglecting the affective dimension. Cognitive knowledge alone does not prepare student teachers for affective challenges in the classroom. Few beginning teachers are ready for the broad non-academic skills that are needed in a classroom (Nasree, 2000; De Lange, 2000), nor are they equipped with more specific preparations to guide students through affective processes.
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Objective of this study

A case in point is the adolescent psychology course. This course is required in teacher education programs around the world, including Taiwan, where it is required for the National Teacher Licensing Examination. The adolescent psychology course, however, often focuses on theoretical knowledge and provides very few practical skills to enable teachers to help their students face and resolve developmental and social issues. In fact, while these teachers have all gone through adolescence themselves, they have not necessarily reflected on the process. Indeed, they may have forgotten what it is really like to be an adolescent. As a result, an adolescent psychology class that overemphasizes abstract concepts does not provide an adequate understanding of the specific concepts, images, feelings, or needs of the young students who will eventually be taught by these future teachers. Adolescents would benefit from empathetic and practical support from teachers and the educational system as a whole.

This research seeks to bridge the gap between theory and practice by combining e-learning and aesthetic experiences with traditional course instruction. By including an aesthetic component in the instructional design for an adolescent psychology course, the researchers hope to provide student teachers with a more holistic experience that extends beyond the cognitive content of the course. This will develop student teachers’ affective skills and ultimately benefit their future students.

To add an affective component to the course, this study explores the use of a class project that combines art therapy and narrative inquiry. Such a project provides teachers with affective experiences that help them reflect on their own experiences (Robertson, 2011), which will then enhance their self-awareness through self-reflection (Chan, 2010). The objectives of these studies are (1) to develop an adolescent psychology course that uses aesthetic experience and blended learning to bridge the gap between theory and practice, thereby creating a more transformative learning experience, (2) to incorporate art therapy and narrative inquiry into the course in order to promote student teacher self-awareness and reflection, ultimately leading to increased empathy for the experiences of the adolescents they will teach, (3) to utilize Moodle as a technology-based course management system to implement the multifaceted course plan, thus fostering a dynamic learning environment that will promote dialogue and interaction between instructor and students.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The curriculum was developed to combine textbook materials, including case studies, with an aesthetic component involving art therapy and narrative inquiry. Classroom technology, including the Moodle learning management system (LMS) and YouTube provide an opportunity for blended learning—a variety of concepts and teaching delivery methods—that integrates theory and practice in the adolescent psychology course. A curriculum that combines cognitive learning as well as affective learning through blended learning can raise teacher self-awareness, self-efficacy, self-regulation and competency through blended learning environments (Shea and Bidjerano, 2010). No model currently exists in the literature that combines all of the elements of the proposed integrated curriculum for adolescent psychology.

Particular needs of adolescents

Typical early adolescence reflects a time of great cognitive, physical, social-emotional, and environmental change, including increased ability in formal operational thought, the onset of puberty and changes in relationships, peer expectation, familial roles and responsibilities, and school environment (Rosenblum and Lewis, 2003). Young adolescents often find their emotions elicited by obscure causes, including anticipation or recall of events and abstract concepts. They frequently exhibit rapid mood shifts and a great range of emotions, with extreme highs and lows (Arnett et al., 2011; Crowa and Seyboldb, 2013).

In addition to the tasks that all adolescents face in terms of individuation and belonging (Demaray and Malecki, 2002) while developing a moral self, they are dealing with social issues, such as bullying and drug use, including many at an affective level. Among the issues faced by adolescents are problems relating to sexual behavior, pregnancy, self-identity, alcohol consumption, internet addiction, the impact of technology in adolescents’ identity and suicide. These changes produce specific disease patterns, unusual presentations of symptoms, and above all, unique communication and management challenges. This can make working with adolescents difficult (Tuttle and David, 2006). However, with the right skills, teaching and practicing with young people can be rewarding and fruitful. These skills are needed by educators who work with young people in the course of their careers.

Helping the individual learner to identify and work collaboratively in response to trauma or other personal issues is difficult, especially in the classroom, where issues may be too personally experienced. Student teachers are not capable of handling issues with adolescent problem which we mentioned above. Bandura noted that our behavior is changed when we see a person takes a specific action and is rewarded for it (Bandura, 1971). Students can increase their learning skills by using Moodle platform (Rodrigue and Lozano, 2012).

Therefore, the researcher integrated the elements of
online and face-to-face teaching and tried to provide realistic, practical opportunities for learners and teachers to engage in problem-solving activities (Kim and Hannafi, 2011; Yen and Lee, 2011).

Connecting aesthetic principles to instructional design theory

Drawing from the work of Dewey (1934) for developing our idea of instructional design, we present a view of adolescent psychology from the perspective of art and aesthetics. Dewey’s work has been associated with notions of learning by doing or learning through experience. Indeed, there is a vast literature in education that examines the ways in which enriched forms of experience contribute to the learning of concepts, and this literature fits nicely with many of Dewey’s ideas (Kevin and Girod, 2007). He has also had a great deal of influence on aesthetics and the philosophy of art. His work *Art as Experience* (1934) is regarded by many as one of the most important contributions to this area in the 20th century.

Dewey’s aesthetics not only provides a conceptualization of what it means to engage in a particularly meaningful and transformative experience, but also provides insight into the role that the learning of concepts may play in such experience (Parrish, 2005). Since any transformative learning experience will have significant aesthetic qualities, all instructional situations can benefit from attention given to these qualities (Parrish, 2009). The aesthetics of instructional design theory offers a way to integrate theory and practice in a way that enables teachers to address not only cognition but aspects of the affective domain (Parrish, 2005, 2009). However, no model yet exists in the literature to apply this method specifically to a course in adolescent psychology. In this study, we follow the steps below to complete Parrish’s aesthetic principles (Parrish, 2005): (1) Learning experiences have beginning, middle, and ending. (2) Learners are the protagonists of their own learning experiences. (3) Learning activities establish the theme of instruction. (4) Context contributes to immersion in the instructional situation context. (5) Instructors and instructional designers are authors who support characters and model protagonists.

Learning experiences have beginning, middle, and endings—Narrative inquiry

Learning with these three phases is merely to say that learners have different thoughts and feelings; if we pay attention to the needs, thoughts, and feelings of learners in these phases, and anticipate them in our instructional designs, we have a better chance to create an aesthetic learning experience (Parrish, 2005). Instruction might be centered on a realistic problem, as is done in problem-based or case-based learning. There are myriad ways to impose conflict in instruction, and any one of them will be better than merely beginning to describe subject matter. Aristotle describes this as setting up the “complication,” and this can include events that happen prior to the beginning of the narrative (Aristotle, 1984). Narrative inquiry is central to human cognition and requires self-awareness (Clandinin et al., 2007).

The term “narrative” has a dual meaning: it involves a story version of events for the person, as well as a lived experience between the researcher and the person (Craig, 2001). Because of the motivational force of narrative inquiry, story-based learning can be both engaging and effective (Lyons and Labokey, 2002). While narratives are definitely communicative, they also have aesthetic value (Connelly and Clandinin, 2006). Middle phases of instruction may require a degree of pattern or routine to create a level of comfort to accompany narrative artwork. Motif is a critical component of life stories, repetition reminds us that the piece is of a whole and motif provides a comfortable and familiar stop along the journey. It also provides a yardstick to reveal how things are changing or how they are connected; provides an anchor for new learning to take place, and helps to show how it is all fitting together (Lyons and Labokey, 2002).

The ending of a narrative needs to tie up loose ends, not introduce new ones (unless the pervasive nature of loose ends drives the theme of the work). It needs to justify the effort it took to engage with the work from start to finish and it should also provide a backward glance that brings the entire learning experience into focus. While learning experiences are complete in themselves, they also connect to past and future experience. Instructor can remind learners that these future opportunities exist, and that they now have new tools to address them. Artists as well acknowledge our previous experience by building upon it or by challenging it. They acknowledge our future by suggesting how the current aesthetic experience might color future perceptions of the world (Parrish, 2005).

Learners, the protagonists of their own learning experiences—Art therapy

Art can be a gateway to the unconscious; creativity and the art process itself are healing (Naumberg, 1996). Since images and symbols are part of our conscious and unconscious make-up (Jung, 1972), the creative process of art making facilitates reparation and recovery and is a form of nonverbal communication of thought and feeling (Malchiodi, 2006). Art therapy is a hybrid discipline based on the fields of art and psychology, drawing characteristics from each parent to evolve a unique new entity (Malchiodi, 2006). Art therapy supports the belief that all individuals have the capacity to express themselves creatively and to assisting the person in finding meaning.
in the creative process, and facilitating the sharing of the experience of image making with the people (Dileo and Bradt, 2009).

With the rapid increase in digital technology, art therapy is influenced by the domain of visual art that includes keyboards, computer screens, and other novel or nontraditional devices for image making (Stenhouse et al., 2013). More recently, digital media (digital cameras, photo-enhancement software, and internet communication) are having a significant impact on how images are created, transformed, and transmitted, reframing how art therapy takes place and how it is delivered in an electronic world (Malchiodi, 2012). All helping professionals understand that knowledge of materials and media is key to successful application used in the field as well as photography and the impact of digital media (computers, software, and other technology that are impacting practice in the 21st century) (Rubin, 2010). Artwork and the corresponding feelings it evokes may be reviewed in a dialogue so that new meanings and understandings are integrated (Hass-Cohen, 2008).

Learning activities establishing the theme of instruction—Service learning

The subject matter of a course should be the arbiter for deciding what learning activities are possible and useful (Parrish, 2005). If learning arises from experience, learners need to engage in experiences within a domain of knowledge, just like the researchers, theorists, and practitioners who created it (Dewey, 1916). In this study, the subject matter focuses on salient issues concerning adolescent development as influenced by diverse contexts. The themes of adolescent development issues are integrated with adolescent experience. Student teachers learn through face-to-face and online discussions, with particular attention given to the challenges and strengths associated with adolescent development in the community. The course format includes lectures, discussion and five-minute digital story presentations. Additionally, student teachers are required to participate in service learning to engage in transformative learning.

Service learning gives student teachers an opportunity to apply what they learn in the classroom by performing acts of service that benefit the community. Student teachers develop critical thinking skills by reflecting on what they have learned, seen, and experienced (Halstead, 1997; Seitsinger and Felner, 2000). Billing (2002) confirmed the positive impact of service learning. Students who participated in service-learning activities demonstrated measurable increases in personal and social development (Scales et al., 2000).

Context contributing to immersion in the instructional situation—Blended learning

The rapid growth of blended learning has led many educators to consider technology as a means to enhance teaching and learning processes (McKenzieia et al., 2013). New technologies have accelerated the pace of learning and have created unlimited opportunities for collaboration, insight, and knowledge production (Teemu et al., 2013). In this research, aesthetics and technology were combined in a holistic process. Aesthetics and technology have convergent functions on the efficacy of the educational project to effect human transformation at both a personal and community level. Blended learning offers an aesthetics-based, psychologically nuanced instructional design that supports the exchange and discussion of ideas and the relationship between emotion and cognition (Robinson, 2013). By using blended learning to mix narrative-based learning, adolescent case studies and service learning, we created a more flexible learning environment in the classroom.

In short, we integrated art therapy and narrative inquiry to explore the full potential of aesthetics as a resource for adolescence theory and practice. Art therapy and narrative inquiry are based on the belief that the creative process involved in the making of art is healing and life-enhancing. Using art to express feelings and narrative to tell stories creates connections that are healing and life-enhancing. Specifically, they can be connected to the aesthetic principles and valued instructional theories derived from traditional sources, such as cognitive psychology, learning theories, and behaviorism (Figure 1).

**METHODOLOGY**

Action research is a systematic approach to investigation that enables people to find effective solutions to problems they confront in their everyday lives (Stringer, 2007). For some, action research is a purely pragmatic activity that focuses primarily on teacher practices, with classroom instruction and students’ performance outcomes being the major reasons for engaging in action research (Mills, 2003; Baumfield et al., 2008). In the current research, we chose (Carr and Kemmis’s 1986) simple action research model (1986). We structure the typical action research process according to a cyclical model, where each cycle has four steps: plan—act—observe—reflect. This subsequently leads to another cycle (Kemmis, 2008) (Figure 2).

**Contexts and subjects**

An action research methodology was chosen for this project because...
the goal was to improve teaching practice and improve learning within the context of adolescent psychology courses taught in Taiwanese universities. Action research provides an iterative, systematic and analytical way to reflect on what we are doing in class, and therefore it provided the framework to help us achieve our goals (Cunningham, 2008). Action research is a cyclical process of data-collection. First, reflection evaluates practices that can improve outcomes. Next, action puts the ideas generated through reflection into practice. Finally, data-collection considers the impact of the ideas and actions to create further improvement.

Thirty-four participants were enrolled in the Adolescent Psychology Course at the Teacher Education Center of Ming Chuan University in the spring 2013 semester. Adolescent Psychology is a required course for non-education majors who want to become certified to teach in secondary schools in Taiwan. Of the participants, 53 (81.5%) were females and 12 (18.5%) were males.

Learning environment

The Dynamic Learning Environment course management system was chosen due to its ability to host collaborative, archival knowledge construction within the relative security of an authentication-based online environment. Basic course materials included an in-depth study of recent adolescent literature, labs, books, and handouts in the physical classroom, as well as adolescent clinical case studies, current events and issues on the Moodle Learning Management System. This system provides a platform for the participants to interact with one another to exchange ideas, insights and personal experiences. In addition, it provides opportunities for social interaction, discussion of assignments, assessments of work, tutorial assistance, and strategic teaching.

We constructed a cognitive and affective learning environment through an aesthetic approach to instruction. When the learning context supports the exchange and discussion of ideas, there is the opportunity for each individual to assimilate new information and build on their current understanding by accommodating the ideas of other students (Hodgson, 2002; Laurillard, 2002). A blended learning environment was used that focused on both traditional classroom and web-based e-learning activities.

Blended learning incorporates a wide range of topics and provides sufficient choices, engagement, social contact, relevance, context and modes to deliver the learning content and meet learning objectives. There were many examples of adolescent life stories and problem solving cases that were written by student teachers from 2005-2012 and set up on Moodle and YouTube.

Learning tasks and outcomes

There are two kinds of learning tasks: individual tasks and group tasks. A number of activities, including quizzes and online practice sets, were used in this action research project to provide a mixture of reflection, feedback and revision for students.

Individual tasks—establishing a narrative self reaches

With regard to individual tasks, participants are asked to complete a pre-work assignment that helps gather the information needed to work on their own curriculum during the class. Then participants are asked to establish a narrative self reaches and establish their self-identity. Students use images to construct arguments connecting theory and story in their projects. In addition, participants present their adolescent life stories and life songs in a five-minute multimedia format at the middle of term. Other individual feedback and reflection activities include online practice sets, quizzes, and anonymous responses to two questions: “What was a big idea you learned in class today?” and “What was an unclear point in class today?”

Group tasks—Service learning

Service-learning pedagogy that supports community involvement values and promotes leadership development offers effectiveness and efficiency for management educators interested in incorporating real-world learning into their courses, even more than traditional internships and cooperative education (Godfrey and Grasso, 2000). We adopted service learning because of its practical ability to provide students a direct link to real-world work skills, enabling the students to enhance and practice the concepts taught in class. The expected outcomes from service learning include (a) the enhancement of knowledge, with which students can learn to balance theory and practice of adolescent psychology concepts, (b) the development of good teamwork and communication skills, (c) the ability to readily adapt and respond to changing conditions in the learning environment, and (d) a constant emphasis on innovation (Emiliani, 2004).

Data collection and analysis

We combined well-designed learning objectives and a variety of assessment techniques. With regard to the learning assessments, we used formative and summative online assessments, including discussion postings, assignments, and proctored and non-proctored tests and quizzes (written, multiple-choice midterm and final tests). For cognitive assessment, we used formative assessments to modify the teaching plan and learning experience in order to meet the learning outcomes.

Data collected for this study included field notes, documents, transcriptions of interviews and interactions, and artifacts. Since much of the data came from social interaction, consisting of constructions or interpretations, data analysis led to a reconstruction of these constructions (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). As a result, our data and information were interpretations made by student teacher participants as they answered questions and dialogues and by
researchers as we wrote up our observations.

FINDINGS

Blended learning bridging the gap between theory and practice for the student teacher in the adolescent psychology course

Bandura (1997) proposed an account of how we learn based on our capacity for observing others and our access to symbolic modes of communication; we learn through observing, modeling and speaking with others. “There are lots of related news, movies, stories, and other adolescent life stories and case studies on Moodle, so it is not difficult to be familiar with adolescent theory, development and needs. Also, I applied theory to improve the low academic achievement of grade 8 students in the service learning. When I met with problems or other situations, I could find similar cases and problem-solving strategies on Moodle, e.g. fig 4” (Student 32, reflection journal) (Figure 3)

Learning experiences are different for each learner, depending on the connections made with other components of the situation, as well as what the learner brings to the situation and how he or she uses it in the future (Parrish, 2009). Learning experiences have many qualities: of course there are cognitive qualities, but there are also emotional, social, cultural, political, and aesthetic ones (Wilson, 2004). Moodle’s learning management system (LMS) can combine these in a way that supports a worthwhile educational experience when using text-based forums (Garrison et al., 2010). Traditional adolescent psychology courses overemphasize the importance of abstract concepts and cognitive learning, neglecting the role of individual concepts, images, feelings and needs in the classroom. Instructors who use LMS with YouTube can create effective online adolescent psychology learning sites in which student teachers can read and watch adolescent issues from all over the world (Wesch, 2009). In addition, LMS provides an effective learning environment – a pedagogical, social, and cognitive presence that enables learners to identify and relate to salient issues, that encourage them to reflect on and share findings, and that ultimately empower them to effectively deal with adolescent issues in real life (Liu, 2012, 2013). According to Robinson, when the social and teaching presence are satisfactory, students’ learning experience is both emotionally satisfactory and pedagogically productive for all interpersonal interaction (Robinson, 2013).

Blended learning offering opportunities for learners who want to learn more

The positive impact of blended learning has accelerated the pace of learning and created unlimited opportunities for collaboration, insight, and knowledge production. Consider the following comment, which is from the reflection journal of a student teacher who participated in service learning in another course two years ago, a course that did not use blended learning:

“This course allowed for asynchronous communication and offered the practical advantage of flexibility as to when and where engagement with the group and the shared group task takes place” (Student 22, reflection journal).

Also, consider the following comment another student teacher made during an interview: “Internet bullying is a form of personal attack which employs threats, pressure and intimidation through the avenues of internet technology. With blended learning, I can read about bullying issues and discuss problem-solving strategies. I understand I need more knowledge and skill with adolescents, because the bullying may take place through the use of messaging sites, blogs, online forums, electronic mail and other means of cyber technology”
From this study, we know that blended learning increases active learning strategies among students (Collis et al., 2003). It integrates two main components (face-to-face and internet technology), and this integration can create highly stimulative, richly interactive experiences for learners, enabling them to acquire the competence to communicate and collaborate. We provided participants with learning opportunities that will equip them “to step into their future as well-rounded and well-adjusted people” (Hillier et al., 2005). Through blended learning, student teachers can be empowered to act as information developers and multipliers who research, generate and distribute information concerning the possible impact of environmental, societal and lifestyle risks on individual and community health.

Integrating art therapy and narrative inquiry as an aesthetic experience that promotes student teachers’ self-awareness and reflection

The combination of aesthetics and technology highly successful in engaging and captivating learners

The combination of aesthetics and technology in a holistic learning process that “dramatizes” key aspects of curriculum has proven to be highly successful in engaging and captivating learners (Hillier et al., 2005). Aesthetic experiences are important to us because they demonstrate the expressive power of life; they reveal the depth of meaning life can hold and suggest how we can use our powers to discover and create that meaning (Alexander, 1998).

Narrative inquiry is grounded in the notion that teachers not only hold and use knowledge but also create new knowledge based on their storied experiences in context (Clandinin and Murray, 2007).

Knowledge about what one does not know is “knowledge about one’s own thinking” and is essential to becoming a self-monitoring or self-regulated learner (Schleifer and Dull, 2009). In a face-to-face classroom, it is not easy for some students to share their past experiences because some students are shy. They will use the “third person” to tell their story through multimedia, e.g., fig. 4.

“I used a cat to present myself and put my story on Moodle and YouTube. I got commendation from classmates, which gave me lots of encouragement.” (Student 25, reflection journal) (Figure 4).

Some student teachers did not like to talk about themselves in front of classmates; they would introduce adolescent cultures or problems as a substitute for their life story. Figure 5 showed an adolescent sub-culture in Taiwan.

“I am not comfortable with talking about myself in public. I know that speech shapes our images of things, and those images would recreate my identity. From this project, I understand that self-disclosure is one way to learn about how another person thinks and feels. Aesthetic experiences reduce my need for self-defense and improve my social skills. In an emotional and affective situation, when I hear or watch a classmate’s life story with their life music, I can empathize easily with their thoughts and feelings. Mutual disclosure deepens
trust in the relationship and helps both people understand each other more. I got positive feedback by metacognition, responses and by advice from others through dialogue in the class and on Moodle” (Student 31, reflection journal).

Service learning combines classroom instruction with meaningful community service. Student teachers had many moments of productive internal conflict through the aesthetic program. Asynchronous discussion has become a basic and important teaching and learning strategy. Moodle allows “text-based human-to-human communication via computer networks that provides a platform for the participants to interact with one another to exchange ideas, insights and personal experiences” (Instructor, research reflection journal). Student teachers can broaden and deepen what they have learned from a given course through sharing, posting, responding, discussing, and debating in relation to peers’ ideas (Vonderwell, 2003).

Individual narrative inquiry and service learning are forms of learning that emphasize critical thinking and personal reflection while encouraging a heightened sense of community, civic engagement, and personal responsibility. This type of learning can be used to support student teachers’ reflections on practical situations they are confronted with, and on their behavior, skills and beliefs in such situations.

Zimmerman (2000) defines metacognitive reflection “as the awareness of and knowledge about one’s own thinking”. From the evidence above, we know that when student teachers create artwork, they bring a creative strategy to service learning. These kinds of performative or artistic expressions allow students to gain metaknowledge about themselves (Figure 5).

An integrated curriculum able to promote student teachers’ reflections

Student teachers have similar life stories, but different life scripts, in adolescence. The results showed that participants’ life story patterns are homogeneous, while their life scripts are diverse. All student teachers take the same National Entrance Examination in high school. Life scripts shared expectations about the order and timing of events in a prototypical life course (Berntsen and Rubin, 2004). From the adolescent life stories they reported, we found that student teachers have similar memories. More student teachers perceived the examination as a negative event, and less perceived their first entrance examination as positive. They mentioned many negative explanations, such as fear of failure or low grades as a kind of shame for the family.

“Ore student tried about academic performance, because my punishment for a poor grade was two hours of standing outside the classroom. Everybody would think I was stupid” (Student 2, adolescent life story).

“Junior high school has become an individual, family, and teacher process that is highly charged with anxiety . . . I easily become ashamed. If I have low self-esteem, how can I encourage younger students to conquer their weak points?” (Student 35, adolescent life story)

“I didn’t want to recall that time, because I had a terrible teacher. I didn’t understand why everybody had to stay at school from 7:30 am to 5 pm, and then go to cram school from 6pm to 10pm. The meaning of life was getting good grades at that time, and even though I am a graduate student now, the situation is still the same—at least, I want to be an efficient teacher to assist student learning in the future” (Student 17, reflection journal).

Clandinin and Connelly view re-storying experiences as essential to teachers’ personal and social growth, suggesting they have the potential to create a new sense of meaning and significance in teachers’ current or future work (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000). Student teachers interpret and reinterpret their experiences retrospectively, since they aim to reconstruct and reconfigure past events through the retelling of them. Thus, storying and re-storying their life enables a student teacher to create meanings from systematic inquiry and reflection (Golombek and Johnson, 2004).

Conclusion

Education is about insight—both giving and gaining (Glisczinski, 2008; Bahr, 2010). From this study, student teachers have ample opportunity to access insight by actively engaging in aesthetic experience and blended learning. Instructor has access to student insights as well. Traditional course structures seldom support the authentic exchange of insights between students and instructor; the
learner-centered course provides opportunity for students to share insights. Williams (2003) pointed out that “sit beside” a learner, in order to listen, observe, measure, and evaluate the degree to which the learner communicates understanding. The hidden meaning of “sit beside” is that asynchronous discussion forum provides opportunities for social interaction, discussion of assignments, assessments of work, tutorial assistance, and strategic teaching (Mazzolini and Maddison, 2003). From the interview, Student teacher said: ‘We can broaden and deepen what we have learned from given course through sharing, posting, responding, discussing, and debating in relation to peers’ ideas with Moodle. We created a learning environment that explicitly established and verbalized mutual respect. We felt most engaged when course pedagogies provided space and time for us to reflect on our emerging understandings.’ Mezirow pointed out that developing and communicating insight—whether bliss inducing, equivocal, or poignant—may be among the most valuable and memorable outcomes that instructor affords, as insights contain the potential to inform, negotiate, and even transform attitudes, beliefs, and behavior (Mezirow, 2000).

This study developed an adolescent psychology course that uses aesthetic experience and blended learning to bridge the gap between theory and practice, thereby creating a more transformative learning experience. Student teachers felt engaged in complex course concepts when pedagogies bridge the gap between theory and practice, so that students could develop and articulate emerging understandings and course-related insights. The result finding shows that to incorporate art therapy and narrative inquiry into the course is able to promote student teacher self-awareness and reflection, ultimately leading to increased sympathy for the experiences of the adolescents they teach. Vygotsky (1978) suggested that this sort of capacity building requires scaffolding strong enough to support learners’ cognitive and affective interactions sufficient to foster multi-domain learner development. These findings reflect the human needs analysis offered by Maslow (1954). When students report feeling affirmed or valued in expression that fits their schema of what affirmation typically sounds or feels like, they may engage in discourse and actualization of being needs. The course yet rewarding cognitive, affective, and psycho motor work of interpreting, characterizing, and articulating their new professional insights brought expressions of feeling increasingly empowered to respond to the complex demands of skillful professionalism in art therapy and narrative inquiry learning environment.

In closing, we can say the following. Student teachers who read or hear about our program are often worried that it may take too much time and energy to earn their credits. It is interesting that the student teachers who have attended our course do not express this worry. This phenomenon can be explained when one considers that the source of the worry may be that most students associate “lack of talent to create, lack of time and space to make a dialogue” with delving into problems and pain. We believe that this has to do with a traditional image of adolescent psychology. Through technology, student teachers are able to make music or draw pictures they want. When they are involved in art therapy and narrative inquiry, they get an “optimal experience”, what Csikszentmihalyi defines as a state of consciousness called “flow”. During flow, people typically experience deep enjoyment, creativity, and a total involvement with life (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). Past empirical research shows that an aesthetic approach curriculum offers students opportunities to reflect on their diverse value systems and maintain open-mindedness, while also provoking critical reflection and a counterpoint to current discourse in the field (Smith, 2006).

Solving real-world problems is an effective learning activity that promotes meaningful learning in formal educational settings (Laxman, 2010). As part of service learning, we offered student teachers asynchronous discussion. Gibbs and Bernas (2008) found that asynchronous communication allows students nearly unlimited time to compose and send messages, to respond to others and to access learning content at convenient times. Blended learning offers online asynchronous discussion on Moodle, which enables individuals to communicate with one another without the constraints of geographic locations and time zones. The aesthetic activities and service learning through synchronous and asynchronous discussion boards both enable students to explicitly express their thoughts in writing and promote communication among teachers and students. The process of writing promotes reflection and dialogue, which facilitates higher-level learning such as analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Garrison et al., 2000). There is evidence that engagement with artistic activities, either as an observer of the creative efforts of others or as an initiator of one’s own creative efforts, can enhance one’s moods, emotions, self-awareness and other psychological states as well as have a salient impact on important physiological parameters (Staricoff and Loppert, 2003).

Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000) critique the traditional view of psychology on human growth as ineffective. Extending this analysis, this study explores an integrated program in order to gauge the effectiveness of teaching positive adolescent psychology. Because positive feelings can broaden the person’s thought–action repertoire and lead to an increase in the use of personal resources, we promoted student teachers’ awareness of positive thoughts and activities in order to enrich their own learning experience as well as the learning experience of their students.

**Limitations of the study**

It is important to acknowledge three limitations of this
study. Firstly, the provenance of the data set is unusual. Originally these accounts were archived as a data source for evaluating the course. Over time it became apparent that they were also a useful data set for researching the possible effects of integrating aesthetics and technology in the classroom. Secondly, the course has a high-stakes outcome, and it is acknowledged that those student teachers who contributed to the data set used in this study may have done so in order to influence the assessment process. The third limitation concerns the method of analysis. In producing these accounts the student teachers have already interpreted their learning experience. This means that the researcher’s interpretation represents yet another layer based on their subjective experiences of student teachers. Nevertheless, we have identified some implications of the findings for the integration of aesthetics and technology as well as the value of promoting reflection, and we have offered recommendations about these practices. For all these reasons, further research that extends our understanding of what is unique about the aesthetic experience, various types of reflection activities, and an integrated curriculum is required.
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